
SOML MEET 1   NAME: _____________ 
EVENT 1  TEAM: _____________ 
Problem Solving SCHOOL: _____________ 
 
 
1.  [2 Points] Twelve bears eat five pounds of honey in two days.  At the same   
   rate, how many pounds of honey will twenty bears eat in three days? 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 ANS:                                  Pounds_                        
 
2. [3 Points] A palindrome is a number that reads the same from left to right or from  
   right to left.  An example is 46764.  How many palindromes are there  
   between 10 and 10,000? 
   
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
 ANS: _____________                        
 
3.   [5 Points] Ed, Fred, and Ted often dine together.  Each orders either coffee or tea.  If  
   Ed orders coffee, then Fred orders the same drink that Ted orders.  If Fred  
   orders coffee, then Ed orders the drink that Ted doesn’t order.  If Ted  
   orders tea, then Ed orders the same drink that Fred orders.  Whose drink  
   order never changes, and what does that person always order? 
  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
     ANS: _____________  
 



SOML MEET 1   NAME: ____KEY_____  
EVENT 1  TEAM: _____________  
Problem Solving SCHOOL: _____________  
 
 
1.  [2 Points] Twelve bears eat five pounds of honey in two days.  At the same  

   rate, how many pounds of honey will twenty bears eat in three  
   days? 

  
Solution: 12 bears eat five pounds in two days. 
  If they had just one day, those 12 bears would eat half of that amount. 
     Therefore, 12 bears eat 2.5 pounds in one day. 
  A single bear would eat 1/12 of that, or 5/24 of a pound in one day. 
  Twenty bears would eat 20 times that amount, or 4 1/6 pounds in one day. 
  In three days, those same 20 bears would eat 3 times as much, or 12.5 pounds. 
 
 ANS: ___12.5 pounds_                       
 
2. [3 Points] A palindrome is a number that reads the same from left to right or from  

  right to left.  An example is 46764.  How many palindromes are there  
  between 10 and 10,000? 

   
Solution: There are nine two-digit palindromes:  11, 22, 33, 44, … , 99 
 

    In a three-digit palindrome, the first and third digits must 
match.  They can be any of the digits, 1 through 9.  In each case, there are ten 
choices for the middle digit, 0 through 9.  Therefore, there are 90 three-digit 
palindromes.   

 
    In a four-digit palindrome, the first and last digits must 

match.  They can be any of the digits 1 through 9.  In each case, the second and 
third digits must also match, and they can be any of the digits 0 through 9.  
Therefore, there are 90 four-digit palindromes. 

 
  In all, there are 189 palindromes between 10 and 10,000. 
 

ANS: 189 palindromes between 10 and 10,000                        
 

3.   [5 Points] Ed, Fred, and Ted often dine together.  Each orders either 
coffee or tea.  If Ed orders coffee, then Fred orders the same drink that 
Ted orders.  If Fred orders coffee, then Ed orders the drink that Ted 
doesn’t order.  If Ted orders tea, then Ed orders the same drink that Fred 
orders.  Whose drink order never changes, and what does that person 
always order? 

  



Solution: Ed always orders tea. 
  There are eight possibilities: 
 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Ed coffee coffee coffee coffee tea tea tea tea 

Fred coffee coffee tea tea coffee coffee tea tea 
Ted coffee tea coffee tea coffee tea coffee tea 

 
If Ed orders coffee, then Fred orders the drink that Ted orders.  This eliminates the 2nd and 3rd 
possibilities. 
If Fred orders coffee, then Ed orders the drink that Ted doesn’t order.  This eliminates the 1st and 
6th. 
If Ted orders tea, then Ed orders the drink that Fred orders.  This eliminates the 4th and 6th 
possibilities. 
In all three of the remaining possibilities (the 5th, 7th and 8th), Ed always orders tea. 
 
         ANS:  Ed always orders tea    


